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A fight for life
Partly cloudy today
with a high of 60.

WWII veteran recollects about

mst.oric international conflict.
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Celebration
Festival brings a mix
of culture to the area
By MELISSA McCLAIN
Acttvltles editor

Organizers of this year's
Celebration: A Festival of the
Arts say they were encourag~
by this past weekend, despiiaj
Sunday's rain showers and
cool temperatures.
"fm very pleased and I feel
Celebration '95 -was better
than last year's (event) because more people caine out,"
said Dan Crews, coordinator
for Celebration. "It was exceptionally organized this year."
Llve bands, art exhibits and
food booths were featured
attractions at this weekend's
festival
"The best part of the festival
was the combination of musie
we had," said Jen Stuecheli, a
senior English major and intern of Crews. "It brought a lot
of culture into the area that
we don't normally get to see."
The Friday and Saturday
events were well attended
because of the comfortable
weather, said Crews, director
of publicity and development
for the College of Arts and
Humanities.

"The first two days were
nearly perfect," said Crews.
"It's unfortunate Mother Nature was not on our side on the
last day of the event. No
events had to be canceled."
Sociology and anthropology
professor Ronald Wohlstein
conducted a survey to find out
how many people attended
Celebration as compared to
last year's event. However, he
said official numbers wouldn't
be available until t.oday.
Celebration is a learning
experience each year in which
improvements are made from
the previous year, Crews said.
"Celebration is a continual
evaluation each year."
Improvements for next year
include numbering eacli of the
craft booths and listing their
booth numbers in an informational packet, so if a customer
is looking for a specific craft
item, they will know exactly
where to go, Crews added.
The Bizarre Bazaar was a
new event added to Celebration this year in which free
booth space was provided to
students and organizations to
sell handmade jewelry and

MARI OGAWA/Senior photographer
Amy Fyalkiewichz, a freshman English and Art mq/or, works on an art project for her
Introduction to Art class. The prcyect is called Van Gogh's Car because V<:Ut Gogh's works

were painted on the car as part of Celebration.
crafts.
"TheBraarreBazaarhmped
"The Bizarre Bazaar went to get the students involved in
really well, but some people Celebration '95," Stuecheli
weren't able to participate in added.
the event because they didn't
A variety of food booths
know about it," Crews said. were included to attract more
"However, they plan to partici- students to Celebration.
pate next year."
Nearly 15 food booths were

set on Seventh Street, offering
various items such as egg
rolls, fudge, curly fries, lemon
shake-ups and sandwiches.
"We had professional cooks
coming from throughout the
Midwest, including one food
" See CE(EBRATE Page 2

Board reports noise,
Former student
alcohol abuse increase dies in accident
Editor's note: This is the first of a three-part
series examining the decisions and trends in
Eastern's Judicial Board.
By JOHN FERAK
Senior news reporter

Most recent Judicial Board statistics show
underage alcohol possession, excessive noise
complaints and possession of hard alcohol by
21-year-olds in student housing have climbed
moderat.ely this school year.
According to figures compiled by judicial
affairs through April 13, 1995, 328 write-ups
for underage possession of alcohol occurred, up
from 293 in 1993-94. A total of 440 alcoholrelated violations have occurred this school
year, up from 362 offenses in 1993-94.
So far, 261 excessive noise complaints have
been issued in student housing, up from 182
complaints in 1993-94. Citations for possession
of hard alcohol by 21-year-olds have jumped
from 15 citations in 1993-94 to 35 this year.
Despit.e the increase in citations for alcohol
violations, Judicial Affairs Director Keith
Kohanzo said the problems have been minor
this school year. Before last year's bar-entry
age change from 19 to 21, Kohanzo said fewer
noise complaints, often st.emming from alcohol
possession, occurred in the residence halls.
"Eastern in its recent history has had very
few problems with parties in the residence halls

because students had easy access to bars,"
Kohanzo said. "Now that they don't, the number of complaints of noise resulting from social
gatherings can be expected to increase."
Sanctions for excessive noise complaint.a usually result in a $5 to $10 fine and a minor reprimand.
Surprisingly, Kohanzo said the residence hall
with the most noise complaints is often Andrews Hall. However, he said Andrews usually
tops the list because hall counselors there are
strict enforcers of quiet hours.
Rich Ruscitti, one of three Taylor Hall counselors, said resident assistants in Taylor
referred very few student infractions to_Judicial
Board this year.
Despite the raised bar-entry age, Ruscitti
said Taylor didn't have any major problems of
noise complaints or dorm-room parties this
school year.
"The bottom line is if students can't go to
bars, they'll go somewhere else, whether that's
Champaign or wherever," Ruscitti said. ~We
haven't seen an upsurge in students hanging
around on the weekends. One weekend, we may
have one or two alcohol violations then go a
week with zero."
Judicial Board typically hears about 800
cases per school year. These referrals come from
housing s ~ faculty departments and the university police department.
t See JUDICIAL Page 2

the Alamo Steakhouse and
Saloon in Mattoon at the
time of the accident. Keeley
A former Eastern student Rogers, manager of the reswas killed. in a one-car acci- taurant, said McGlade was a
dent early Saturday morning great person to work with.
along Taft Avenue in
"He was one of the best
Charleston.
people I have ever had the
Andrew T. McGlade, 22, of privilege of knowing," Rogers
Mt. Zion, died when the vehi- said. "He was also one of the
cle he was driving jumped a very best workers I have ever
curb on the 500 block of Taft seen around here."
Avenue. The vehicle, which
Lambros Prutos, a friend
continued forward, hit a rock. ofMcGlade, said the Mt. Zion
and a tree before rolling over. natjve's favorit.e pastime was
McGlade, who graduated simply to "hang out" with his
from East.em last year, was friends.
taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln
"He loved to make everyHealth Center, where he was body laugh," said Prutos, a
pronounced dead by the coro- junior math and computer
ner around 2 a.m. A specific science major at East.em. "H
cause of death in the accident you knew him and he walked
has not been released.
up to you, he could make you
Coles County Coroner laugh in a second."
John Schilling declined to
Prutos said he had known
comment as to the details McGlade since last year.
surrounding the accident. A
Visitation will take place
coroner's inquest is pending.
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
McGlade, a physical edu- at the Brintlinger Funeral
cation major while att.ending Home in Decatur. Services
Eastern, was an employee at
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

♦

"See CRASH Page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Celebrate _ _ __
" From Page 1
vender who came all the way
from Mardi Gras in New
Orleans," Crews said.
Unique attractions such as
clog dancing also drew a
crowd.
·
On Sunday, clog dancers
performed beneath a canopy
because of the rain showers.
"Our clog dancing originated in the Appalachian
Mountains, so it is primarily
a southern tradition," said
Eve Gallman, a clog dancer
who participated in Cele-

bration.
"Our dog dancing is traditional clogging, not the (false)
clogging that is seen on TV,"
said Tom Caisse, director of
the Bone Yard Creek Cloggers
from Champaign-Urbana.
Even though the rain put a
damper on the last day's festivities, arrangements were
made to help one band perform.
"The band Nathan and the
Zydeco Cha Cha's were
moved inside to the Buzzard
Auditorium," Crews said.

Judicial _ _ _ __
t From Page 1
University Police Chief
Tom Larsen said the nurnber of alcohol incidents his
department handled this
school year was similar to
its number of cases in previous years.
Most minor incidents his
department investigates
such as underage posses:sion, minor vandalism or
damage to property are sent
to Judicial Board while felony and some misdemeanors such as disorderly conduct are turned over to the
state's attorney.
Kohanzo said most students cited with underage
possession in student housing usually receive ·a' $20 'to
$25 fine.
·
Underage possession arrests by campus police
result in $50 fines. However,
students picked up by
Charleston police usually
receive a city ordinance violation of about a $235 fine.
If an alcohol violation
also results in theft, assault
or vandalism by the student, Kohanzo said the individual may also face criminal prosecution at the police
discretion.
Kohanzo thinks the $25
fine is appropriate since the
Judicial Affairs views a
liquor violation as a student

conduct code violation in
terms of the standards on
campus.
"We're looking at student
behavior in terms of the
university's standards and
our ability to redirect inappropriate behavior, or in
thoserare cases, to separate
the student from the institution if necessary," Ko:hanzosaid.
"Judging from the few
students who are repeat
offenders, I think we are
effective in enforcing the
student conduct code."
While many alcohol-related violations have .marked
an ·inc1·ease this year, offenses such as possession of
' alcohol in public and ifigµt"
ing/ assaults./ threats· have
shown ·tnodest<decline;,c ~ ,:.· l."·
Public possession of alcohol has dropped from 107 to
58 incidents. Fighting and
assaults have dropped from
34 offenses to 27.
Larsen said his depart~
ment has investigated fewer
assault and battery cases
this year compared to those
in years past. Larsen thinks
this may have resulted from
the bar-entry age change
from 19 to 21.
''Some of our cases generally give a description that
less violence seems to be
occurring," Larsen added.

Crash _ _ _ _ __
♦ From Pagel
will begin at 10 a.m. Tuesday.
McGlade is survived by his
parents, David and Beverly

McGlade; two sisters, Debra
Rutherford and Kay Jacobs;
and one brother, Jeffrey McGlade.
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WHAT'S COOKIN' 1

A•LUNCH SPECIALS
•6ar~6-Que chioken
eandwich on kaiser roll
wlcup of soup or salad
•Ham and beans with
· corn muffin
·
•Canadian 17acon and
cheeae omelette, muffin
and choice of fruit or
salad
EVENING SPECIALS
Mon•Sat AFfBR 5PM
•Chicken mozzarella,
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GREAT Bf~EA~fAST S
EVEf~Y MURNING !
4091th St.• 345-7417

RSVP DEADLINE EXTENDED TO
4:00 P.M., FRID~i\Y, APRIL 28, 1995
$25.00 - Graduating Senior or Gradu2rp Student
(Dinner, Kente Cloth, Certifica1
$12. 50 - Parents & General Public
];,,$ "'.B~OQ.,:::,Children
f
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East Wing i.n front ~i~
ofBookstore Lounge E:8

salad, and garlic bread
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12 & Under

EVERYONE IS INVITED
Make Payment at 111 Blair Hall

ATTENTION
STUDENTS·
For your co11venie.ce, CJPS
has set up a temporary office in
the Effingham Room ofdie
EIU Student Union.
We'll be able to tum your service·
on or offand luwlle account
name changes.
We'll beat the Union
April 26 • May 8,
from 8.-00 am to 5 pm..
We look forward to seeing you!
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.. ·

·..

· · ny.

Pllttitltl tlllrl:nelflytoWark tor Yoa.

·
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World War II veteran retells battle stories
By MELANIE McCLAIN

Staffwrtter
Despite World War II veteran Charles Breeze earning a
Purple Heart , Bronze Star
Medal and Presidential Unit
Citation awards, he doesn't
believe he is a hero.
Breeze says he was merely
fighting for his life. "I was just
as scared as the next guy," he
added.
Breeze, now 78, sat in his
Mattoon home with his wife,
Mary Jane and recollected on
the war and how it changed
his life.
A Bible sits on the table in
their family room, a symbol of
what Mary Jane believes protected Charles during his tour
of duty.
"I think about him being in
the service and how much we
prayed for him," she said. "I
know those prayers are what
brought him home safely."
Breeze, only 24 years old
when he went to war, had been
married to Mary Jane for one
year when the news came that
he had been drafted.
"I knew when I went in
because when I came home my
wife was standing on the porch
with a big envelope - crying,"
recalled Breeze. "She's put up
with me for 54 years."
It is still hard for Breeze to
talk about the war. He pulled
out a white handkerchief and
wiped his eyes as he recollected.
"We started out 10 days
before the (Normandy) invasioij just to go 20 mil•~
B~ze said. "We went up the
(English) Channel and back
before we hit the French
coast."
After the first day at war,
Breeze knew his life would
never be the same.
"There was 250 of us who
went in there and there was
only 49 of us left after the second day."
But Breeze said that was

just the beginning ofhis battle. through there, picked me up
"I got as far as Saint Lo (in and carried me back to the
northeast France) and I got road."
shot in my right arm," he said.
Wounded, Breeze was put
He pulled up his shirt sleeve to on a stretcher to be taken to
reveal a scar and a large an ambulance. It was then
indention in his arm where the that he had another horrifying
bullet had entered.
experience.
Breeze continued as he once
"I was just laying there and
again relied upon his handker- had these guys carrying me
chief.
and they dropped me," Breeze
"We were behind German said. "Bullets were hitting the
lines for three days and the dirt and going across my head.
paratroopers had come in to
''They dragged me out of the
help get us back out ," he line and got me into the amburecalled. "They picked a spot lance and a Yankee in there
on us to locate us.
said 'Can you take some rough
"Anyhow, they located it, riding?,' and I said 'Yeah'.
and that's where I finally got
"He said 'The Germans
wounded."
think were haulin' ammuniThat wound, earned Breeze tion back and forth and they're
the Purple Heart Medal. His always shooting at us," Breeze
valor in the fight earned him a recalled.
Bronze Star Medal.
Breeze said the Germans hit
''When I got shot, I just lay a round of ammunition both in
there like I was dead," he front and behind the ambuadded. "When I got hit, it lance.
threw this arm (right arm)
With a sigh of relief; Breeze
clear over my shoulder."
said, "We got through that."
However, getting wounded
Other experiences in the
was only one problem Breeze war still remain etched in
was faced with. He was still in Breeze's memory.
German territory. The only
"We were behind the lines,
way he could get on safe terri- and we had just gone across
tory was to climb a hedgerow - the fields and the Germans
a large dirt hill about six feet had opened up on us," Breeze
thick and six to eight feet wide said. "A general was over there
covered with brush and trees.
and he said we're gonna' get
"They (the Germans) called back over that hedgerow and
in some tanks and their tanks go across that field."
lobbed shells over there (by the
Frightened, Breeze told the
CHET PIOTROWSKI/ Staff photographer
hedgerow) .. .! crawled back to general there was no way he World War II Veteran Charles Breeze displ.ays (from left to right)
the hedgerow, all the time my was going to cross the field.
his Purple Heart and his Bronze Star medal.
buddies shooting over my
"I said, 'You got to get past
his life, Breeze remembers giv- memories of the war, such as
head... and I couldn't get over that machine gun.m
;;Jn,g~
,agµ!;; ---1 :1.- . r" ,., ..... .,his.Jtjendship with Brady, he
. it."
~ ._ ._ _ ~- ,_ Ev:entuallyt Breeze said they
~.
"I
had
captured a German said it is important for people
Breeze couldn't get over the crossed the field. As suspecthedgerow because his arm was ed, the Germans opened fire •;J:iarlier, an(thehadthls 10-inch ,• to remember World War II so
dagger with a swastika print- "something like this never
broke in• three places by the on them again.
gunshot.
"We hit the dirt," he said. ed on the blade," Breeze said. happens again.
"It should be before the pubBreeze said the only way to "My buddy named Brady had "I was going to take it home
lie, because we don't want it to
get "over" the hedgerow was to a BAR (Browning Automatic with me for a souvenir.
"Of course, I stuck it in my happen again," he added. "I
go "through" it.
Rifle). I was ahead of him, and
belt,
and Brady was all the can't tell you how bad it is.
"They called in the engi- I thought every shot he pulled
time wanting it. Well, he saved
"Every war is getting worse
neers and they came up and off was hitting me in the head.
dug a hole through there and
"It's something you can our lives, so I took it out, threw than the one before," Breeze
it over to him, and I said 'It's explained . "If it happens
dragged me through," he never explain."
again, it might blow the world
added . "They dragged me
To thank Brady for saving yours."'
While Breeze does have fond up."

Greek members dominate Student Government
By SCOTT BOEHMER

Student government editor
,Members ,say the Student
Government: will continue to
represent th'.e entire student
body despite a large majority
belonging to greek organizations on campus.
All but two Student Senate
members elected in Wednesday's Student Government
Elections belong to a social
fraternity or sorority. Executive positions were somewhat less dominated by the
greek system; however, three

Fun Summer Jobs!!!

~V@l!Jl~f@) ll9Ur@lcdl~
Have a hot summer earning cold
cash as a Remedy Temporary.
Pick your job, name your hours,
work close to home and make
excellent wages.. Many positions available: Secretary, Word
Processor, Data Entry,
Receptionist, Clerical Support.

of the five newly elected executive seats are held by a fraternity or sorority member.
Student Body Presidentelect Michelle Gaddini, who is
a. member of Sigma Kappa
sorority, said the high number
of fraternities and sororities in
Student Government does not
have an influence on equal
representation.
"(Senate members are)
there to represent all their
·constituents - not their affiliation," Gaddini said. "When
you're a senator you represent
everybody."

rs PIZZA,l PUB

CORNER 014TH ~ LINCOLN

345-2844
r---------------------,----------------------,
LARGE
SINGLE INGREDIENT

Call one of our Chicago
offices for an appointment:
Naperville to Oak Brook
708-369-3399
Itasca to Schaumburg
708-250-4570
Deerfield & No. Suburbs 708-509-3100
Niles/ Skokie/ Evanston/ O'Hare
708-470-0970

South/Southwest Suburbs 708-599-0770
Chicago/Loop
• : - · • ·s-12-:s~o-~og_o

Gaddini said during her
campaign for the presidency
she tried to contact all the residence halls and recognized
student organizations, although she recognized that
members of greek organizations are more apt to vote for
someone similar to themselves.
Glenn Fundator, vice president for public affairs and
member of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity, said there is a longrunning tradition of greek
involvement in Student Government.

SMALL
SINGLE INGREDIENT

PIZZA &.. QT. OF COKE

PIZZA 8.. QT. OF COKE

$7.95

$5.95

EXP. 5/ 1/ 95

EXP. 5/1/95

L---------------------~----------------------~

"( Greek) houses become sorority members on the elecentrenched in Student Gov- tion ballot does play a factor
ernment over time," Fundator in the election results.
said, adding that when a per"No matter who voted or
son joins a greek organization didn't vote there were a lot of
he or she is usually interested people who were involved in
in extra-curricular involve- fraternities or sororities electment, such as Student Gov- ed because a lot of them were
on the ballot," Anselment said.
ernment.
"What you do outside of
Gaddini said, although
Student Government is your many fraternity and sorority
own personal life and your members cast votes in the
own business," said Jason election, turnout for greek stuAnselment, vice president of dents is similar in percentages
public affairs elect.
to the amount of votes coming
Anselment said the large from organizations such as
number of _fraternity and theRHA.

"EASTERN'S
✓fft,f't~
NEW TITLES
s3Sl! / 2 days

OLD TITLES
5 days
We rent VCR's

szl!Q /

2 DAY

RENTAL STORE"
This weeks new releases
-Double Dragon
-Blue Sky
-Fear
-Quiz Show
-Ed Wood

Open 10am - 11pm Sun-Thurs 10am-Midnight Fri.,Sat.
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;NoWlookingl:>ad<attheWall

to?'>/ :1la~1~tw1:f:d:et~s. .
' -~ ~~::i~;~~~~~sthe
.
goverl'ITTlent
front lines.
Under a triple canopy of juntrfi, ,mnti,,/nrr
Vietnam: · .
.
gle, where It was "constant
.........., 'u,,,u.,u,u ~
"Don't commit forces unless ·
. experience, a por- • the national security of the U.S. is
night,., his duty was to locate
North Vietnamese Army targets.
· tion
Involved.
.·
.
At times, he.was only 200
..didn. 't .
1co
·
·
'The mission of the forces
meters from the enemy.
UJ€
needs to be dear and concise,
Twenty years ago this-Sunday, Sam
them
and it has to be properly
Saigon fell to North Vietnamese
McKee
~plained to the American peoforces, signalling the end of the
pie. The majority of the people
Vietnam War. ·
_.
should support the deployment."
Larose, who enlisted when he was 18, said the 85
John Faust; a political science professor, said the governmembers of his troop were "dose-knit." "When you're in
ment applied this second lesson with success during
a situation like that, you are relying on each other, and you
Operation Desert Storm.
have to trust each other. "
"That's why we didn't go into Iraq. We carried out a
limited objective that we knew we could be successful at.
Although his troop worked 2.4-hour shifts and completeel 26 operations in a little more than a year, eveiy couple
The experience of Vietnam raught us this."
· of months ~i.s troop would be given rest and recuperation
Larose said many Vietnam Veterans stayed In the sertlme. When they were in safe areas, they held barbecues
vices and rebuilt the military. 'This was a major reason
and played football.
. why the military was so successful during Operation
This family of men saw great pain and loss on the front
Desert Storm. "
lines. Eighty-six percent of the men in the unit were killed
Vietnam caused dMsion in America. In addition to the
or wounded during an 18--month period. Each loss hit
veterans' traumatizing experience, a portion of America
with the same impact.
didn't welcome them home with
arms.
"The first is no different than the last," Larose said. "No"Because ofsociai'and political issue$isurrounding .··
body likes losing a friend."
Vietnam, the.country was polarized, anct,tn~isoldierwas
The soldiers left Vietnam at different times. When
caught in the iniddle," l.arose·s ald. ' ~-;: •
,,. ,.c", __:_u
Larose left, he was relieved, but it was tough to leave his
Brazil, who served on a Navy'vessel ori river:lnsaigon
friends behind, not knowing whether they would live.
said he remembers being harassed in a Dallas~,Texas:air:.
Education should be a right, not a privilege.
"I paid a visit to the Wall (of the Vietnam Veterans
port because he was in uniform. "I've heard from some·of
Anyone with _a high school diploma or a
Memorial) in '88. I v,;as hesitant to look at the names
my peers that wasn't isolated; .It happened enough that it .
general education degree should have thebecause I didn't wailt to see anyone who was still alive
-. wasn't unusual."
- ··
. when I left." · ·
.
..,
Former Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara "piped
opportunity to atterict· ~n institution of higher
A difficult issue weighed down on the veterans as !J.S.
two presidents and America into a quagmire (Vietnam,)"
education. forces withdreyv fr9111.Vietnam:.The communists prevailed,
the O,icago Tribune wrote in an April 11 editorial in
' But Repubii~ns
support the Contract
and many veterans questioned whether their sacrifice for,,
' response to his new book on Vietnam, titled "In
with America are voic- their country was made in vain.
·
Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam." Too litiiig a different opinion.
Larose said, "When a lot of Vietnam Vets came back,
tie, too late, McNamara writes that Vietnam was a mistake.
,n
&.-i
they asked themselves 'Should I have gone there?'
However, in an interview on C-Span, he summarized
In an attempt to
"After the North Vietnamese took over, tens q thouwhat may be the best approach to honoring Vietnam
pay for tax cuts and to · sands of people tried to get off that island in boats, and
Veterans.
reduce the federal deficit, the Republicans are · they drowned; it was like suicide. Hundreds of thousands
"I believe our nation owes them some respect, affec- ··
proposing cuts in financial aid for college stuwere placed in re-education camps. Their best administration, recognition, and I think the greatest respect that we
dents.
tors and educators were slaughtered by the communists. ·
can give them is to understand what caused this tragedy,
I
· th · · t · • th
d' ·
·,-Once we.saw that happen'. a lo~ ~fus feltv_in~icated.,,
.,, to ensure that it doesn't occur again."
. n essence, ey are saymg . a e uca 10n
OttierVietnam Vets; li~lf'ed!l:tta2:ll; a t ' l ' ~ p r ~r.a.t' · (£S J :::,1:ns,,;,s:,,.. ~..>. L A -~ ~L.~,, ~-- -·· ,.,, -:. -, .. :
JS reserved only for the wealthy. -- - -- - . - - - - -sorefpolitical science, say the Vietnam War was dearly "a
-Sam McKee is the features editor and a regular co/um-.
Most of the proposed cuts 'in the $31 -biltragic mistake." ,··
.• - '
nist for The Daily Edstem'News:<' ,'' --,:c'T,'·=:.-s ,,, ''J" -.,

can 'learn from .

qfAmerica_ ·

me
home... "

i
i
!

Financial aid is
mandatory for
many ·students.

open

a

who

~di
.•tori.•~1 ·

t·

f , ·

lion-a-year financial aid budget would come
from changes in reimbursing the government
for Stafford Loans, Perkins Loans, work-study
programs and Supplement Educational
Opportunity Grants.
The cuts, they say,. would save $15.3 billion in the next few years.
·
But is sacrificing billions of students' educational opportunities really worth it? At Eastern Dear editor:
I am forced to write a letter in
alone, more than 8,000 students receive
response to Nicole Liddle's unprosome type of financial aid.
· fesslonal attack my character. As she
Some people predict that Stafford loan cuts didn 't accompany me to either of
the places offering work, I don't see
could add more than $3,000 to some stuhow she can depict whether the
dents' college debt.
owners were racist or not. She men· Cutting financial aid will only hurt.students
tions that "in a small town of 12,000
_, and institutions of higher education and ultipeople, employment Is bound to be
mately, economic growth.
difficult to find. "
Apparently Liddle hasn'tbeen to
Fewer students will be able to attend uniLincoln
Avenue in a while. In the
versities, lessening their job opportunities, as
past two months, several restaurants
more and more employers are limiting job
have been hiring.
candidates to those who hold .college
Liddle also made the point that
degrees.
"since the owner is of minority status, she finds .it hard to believe he
·· Colleges will not receive as much state
could be racist against me." I see
money because fewer students will be
Liddle has the common tendency to
attending the institutions.
think that all minorities are one big ·
And with fewer students holding college
· happy race. Well, you are wrong.
degrees, the chances for the government to
Minorities are comprised of blacks,
Hispanics, Chinese, Japanese,
... .
give out more federal welfare money wiH
Filipinos,
Hindus
and
many
others.
.
· increase.
And, with in this group there' are
Students and other members of µniversities many prejudices as we are all differneed to write letters to their representatives
ent people of different cultures and
. voicing their concern for the proposed finan~
backgrounds. So, Liddle, if you
would allow your mind to broaden,
cial aid cuts.

Tour turn

Reader attacked
character without
knowing person

where Liddle attad<ed my character.
achieve any distinction. It seems to
How dare she tell me about faults in
me that Coder's form of ignorance
my character when she doesn't even
has stemmed from not being 'able to
know me. I didn't ask the owner
completely understand that for a
what experience is needed to work
minority, maintaining sanity on a
in a donut shop, which was a quesdaily basis is like standing at a fork In
tion I had myself. •I also didn't start
the road. You have prejudice to the
yelling until after he didn't want to
· right and discrimination to the left.
give me the application (because of
Despite this, there are many who
the color of my skin), but willingly
choose to rise above this. If Coder
gave one tb the white studentwiththinks for one minute that distinction
out questioning her experience.
in that form isn't deserving of recogAnd, Liddle, just for the record, If Its
nition, then I guess that's one.more
one thing I am thoroughly against,
of the many problems he will just ·
its a~ptlrig a job because of the ·.
have to struggle \-Vith In the privacy
color ofmy skin. I don't take hand-"
. of his own mind'. Or; he could go
outs. I work hard at school just like
around writing "I hate niggers" or
everyone else,'and I expect to get a
drawing the Nazis swastika. Don't
job .because of my qualifications not
get me wrong, I'm not calling him a
my skin color.
radst or anything.l'.\/e never met
So before ydy ever try to tell me .
Coder, and ·he hasn'. t had the privi;. .
I'm refused a job because of faults iri
lege of knowing"me that welt
my character, learn more about me
What I don't understand Is why .
and the situations I face. I never
do these shallow-minded persons
said anything about beUevlng all/ .
Insist on bitching and Whining every ·
people are racist. So, I think that •·time African Americans make ari
makes you the one with th¢ poor
effort to attain,a'nq maintain some-attitude making false statements.
· ·thing that wilf ~tve t omake our
. existence at Easternsomewhatbet•· )DIian Jolln.,(:harles . · ·ter than that 6f'ollr dirr But' just like
the frog who co'(ild have drowned in
. .
.. . _
.. . ,
. the potofmil,kh:ad he notkicked
and struggled until he stood safely
on top of a pat of butter, we will
continue to rise.
you would see. that racism between
This is just another meaningless
Dear editor:
obstacle that will be tackled. I just .
minorities is very much possible.
.lam writing in response to.Ryan ·· · thought I'd take timeout from my
To prove that Liddle wrote this
article with her eyes closed, I do
S. Coder's letter to the editor conbusy schedule to let you know that.
own a car. Liddle, have you ever
· cerning the kente doth issue. ·I ain a
As far as Coder's reference about the
seen a Ford Taurus? lfypu have, the_
n freshman and therefore, may not be
dog, does he know how long a dog
you would know that I own a _dark
too familiar with the traditions and
will stay stuck out in the snow
- blue ·1989 Ford -Taurus and I have
.· procedures of this camplls. ,One · .
before it grows aggressive and
had it since December of t ~4. I .
tiling, however, that I h~ve become
atta~ someone?. I don't think he
also used my ca,r..to drive myself to
_/ amiliar,with on this can,,P½~ _is ignodoes, but trust me, it's not very long.
one of the restaurants to ask for an
ranee. .
_
.
.

Kente cloth is a <
symbol of triump'h ·.
over black .struggle~ .
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High school Bash for Trash a success
By JEFF KELLY

Staff writer
Recycling bins were filled to
the brim Saturday at Charleston High School, where nearly
150 people participated in the
school's Bash for Trash.
"If we had much more trash
brought in, we would have
had to bring in another truck
(to haul it away)," said Stan
Adkins, adviser for the event
and biology teacher at
Charleston High School.
The event, held at the north

parking lot of Charleston High
School from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
was an opportunity for people
to drop off recyclable items
including newspapers, aluminum cans, brown and clear
glass, magazines and other
slick paper.
"The materials were separated into different bins, some
of them as tall as my armpit,"
Adkins said. "The boxes with
white glass and aluminum
cans were overflowing, and
the tin box was nearly full. In
all, there were about 13 of

these (boxes) filled."
dents. Mattoon-based WMCI
In addition to being a trash radio also broadcasted live
drop-off, the event had a festi- from the high school for part
val-type atmosphere with live of the day.
music and food available.
L and M Recycling of
"We had a great turnout," Charleston provided the
Adkins said. "The bands Cher- equipment and recycling for
ry Valance and 979-420 played the event. L and M Recycling
from 11:30 to 5:30 p.m., free of also accepts recyclable matericharge, and we had Dan als at its offices at 121 N.
Jaynes perform and Danielle Sixth St.
Blackwood, a 9-year old girl
High school students were a
sang."
large part of the day, donating
In addition, the Charleston time and work to make the
High School Art Club soldjew- event happen, Adkins said.
elry and old photos of stu"(High school students)

Fritz Swartzbaugh and Joel
Schute really helped by getting the idea to bring live
music into the picture," Adkins said. "There were also
some students who were there
for more than 11 hours helping."
This was the first year the
Bash for Trash took place, but
it probably won't be the last.
"Next year would probably
be bigger since more people
will know about it," Adkins
said. "This just shows people
really want to recycle."

· Candidate to interview today Airport renews flights
utation along with the size of the institution
most attracted her to applying for provost.
"(Eastern) is large enough to offer a large
The fourth of five candidates vying for variety of programs, yet small enough to proprovost and vice president for academic affairs vide good student-to-teacher relationships,"
said her strong perspective on higher education Dimoplon said.
should help her in competing for the position.
Dimoplon said her knowledge of decentralGloria Dimoplon, dean of the College of ized budgets, which Eastern uses, will also
, -Science at Mankato State University in Man- increase her chances of acquiring the provost
kato, Minn., will be attending several inter- position.
views today and Tuesday, including an open
She said a decentralized budget is more henfaculty and student session at 3:30 p.m. today eficial to a university because it brings more
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin responsibility and accountability to departLuther King Jr. University Union.
ment chairs and deans rather than decisions
"I have a good perspective of higher educa- coming from the administration.
tion in the 1990s and what lies ahead,"
"I have confidence in the faculty to be able to
Dimoplon said.
clarify the objectives of their programs and
"I am, also familiar with strategic planning make decisions on priorities within those proand curriculum and course development, and I grams," Dimoplon said.
am sensitive to recruitment and retention of
The final candidate for provost and vice
· . minorities," she added.
president for academic affairs will be on camDimoplon said her 20 years of higher educa- pus this week to attend several interview sestion experience have prepared her for the sions.
responsibilities of the provost position.
John D. Haeger, dean of the College of Arts
"At this stage in my career, I am looking for and Sciences at Central Michigan University
a vice president and provost position," she said. in Mt. Pleasant, Mich., will be on campus
Dimoplon said Eastern's solid academic rep- Thursday and Friday for interviews .
By CHAD GALLAGHER

Administration editor
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Choose between two sizes.
Graduation Personals will be
in the Finals Edition
of The Daily Eastern News.
Deadline: Wednesday, April 27

Thelma,
I hope life treats
you well after
graduation .
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Send a Friend a Farewell
Personal ...And Send It In Style!

Fred,
Have a
nice life.
Jack

<>NIGHT:

.··

We're Outa Here!!!

: J2~3Jv1~~s~n. i4~oi~:

D

RAIL VODKA
DRINKS

ican Airlines.
In S~ptember 1994, Great
Lakes Aviation was granted
Students may have anoth- approval to restore routes
er travel option next month from Coles County to O'Hare.
as the Coles County MemAlthough the routes are
orial Airport may soon begin expected to begin within a
offering flights to and from matter of weeks, Carter said
Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
no decisions have been made
"We don't have a precise concerning the fares or time
date yet," said Jerry Carter, tables for the new routes.
manager of the county airO'Hare was forced to report. "There is the suspicion establish routes with smaller
that it will be within the next airports that had lost their
few weeks."
landing slots because of reAirline services to O'Hare cent legislation that required
from the county airport were O'Hare to restore access to
offered by American Airlines smaller airports that once
until January 1991 when the were linked to the Chicago
company cut off its routes, Airport but later lost their
ending 35 years of flights landing slots.
between the two cities. NorDespite the airport's reconthern Star Airlines, which nection with O'Hare, Carter
only has connections to Mid- said several benefits will be
way Airport in Chicago, was lost by stopping routes to
designated to replace Amer- Midway Airport.

By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

Love, Bertha

Happy 20th
Birthday #9

x:2)

Love, Mom, Dad,
Kids, & SuMac

Mar>fin Luther> King JP.
Univer>sify Union Lobby Shop
SecretartJ's Dall

Bouquet Special!!
GouPmet, Cookies, Balloon
Bouquet $12.00

Mug Balloon Banquet $10.00

I

Jg
Bring payment to:
Student
Publications
Office
Buzzard 127

(Refillable mug with Coffee Express coffee coupons)

Free Delivery to office or Secretary's Day
Luncheon

To Order Call 581-5122 b4 Noon Tuesda4

All ads must be
in by 2 pm on
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

UNIVERSITY UNION

April 27th.
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Faculty Senate to discuss gender equity
By ERIC BECKER
Staff writer

The Faculty Senate Tuesday will hear from four faculty members Tuesday who
will discuss gender equity
among Easte'rn's athletic programs.
The senate will meet at 2
p.m. in the BOG Room of
Booth Library.
"We want to look at the
options in the future of gender equity," said John Alli-

son, chairman of the Faculty
Senate. ''The best people to
provide guidance for that are
those involved."
Scheduled guests include:
Joan Schmidt, assistant professor of physical education;
Eleanor Midkiff, associate
professor of psychology; Betty Ralston, Eastern's women's volleyball coach; and
English professor Sharon
Bartling.
Schmidt said she will provide information to the sen-

ate regarding Eastern's. compliance to Title IX and the
approach the university
takes toward gender equity. ·
Title IX was initiated in
1972 by the U.S. Department
of Education's Office of Civil
Rights to. provide gender
equity.
"The approach that I am
taking identifies the differences between what gender equity is, and how it differs form Title IV," Schmidt
said. "General equity is a

nioral attitude and an environment where decisions are·
made by fairness."
Schmidt said she believes
in providing opportunities for
all students and has worked
hard toward that goal.
"l have worked throughout
my life to support opportunities for young people,"
Schmidt said. "But I don't
provide opportunities for
women by taking opportunities away fron1 n1on."
Schmidt said she feels gen-

der equity may lower stan•
dards within athletics because the university is often
aimil).g for mediocrity rather
than excellence.
"I have always believed
that our goal is to make
things as good as they can
be," Schmidt said. "But 1 see
us lowering our standards to
meet gender equity."
In other business scheduled for Tuesday's meeting,
the senate will vote on new
senate officers.
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Only A Chiropractor can tell if your
Accident caused misaligned vertebrate
in your spine. If not corrected these
can cause great pain and disability
which may not show up for months.
Your auto or work compensation wlll
pay for your cme.
Call Today

ors.

Don & Nancy .§,elvidge

2:35"'4-6B4 Mattoon

:346-l 190 Charleston

(Cheese Only)

ake it a 2
Pound Pan f
ly $1.00 M

Additional
toppings only
$1.25 more each.
2nd Pizza only
$3.00 more.

EXPIRES: MAY 20, 1995 ·
GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

AFIIR4P.M.
2-114POUND
. OfEESEBURGERS
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Favorite Pizza!

677 Lincoln

Join the real world with the right career~
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Artist to present illk@~~ ~@@lkil1 ~If)®~ft ·
~
slides and lecture
i,. ·

·111•1

~~R,;

Chicago-based lithograph the essence of narrative,"
. artist, etcher and painter - wrot.e David McCraken in the
' Barbara Rossi will be present- Chicago Tribune.
ing a lecture and slide show
Rossi's work will be on dison her work at 7 p.m. 'I'uesday play in the Tarble Arts Center
in the Tarble Arts Center.
until .June 4, Watts said.
''\Ve only bring in artists of
Rossi's work has been compare cl to art forms such as good quality," Watts said.
Celtic illuminations and Mal- - "Rossi is here for the basis of
wa paintings from India, said the Tarble Arts Center's
, Michael Watts, director of the Spring 5th Grade Art Enrich' Tarble Arts Center.
_menL Program."
Her work has been cha:racIn describing her Malwa
terized as a "distinctive and paintings, Rossi said, "I'm
unusual welding together of_ simply figuring out for myself
the qualities of tonal value what these irn.ages mean and
and color," in the book "The making my own version of
Chicago Imagist" by Dennis them."
· Adrian and Richard A. Barn.
Her visit is co-sponsored by
"Though abstract, the sub- . the Tarble Arts Center and by
· jects of Rossi's art contain Eastern's Art Department.
, enough information t-0 provide
",_ a thorough form, gesture and
-St;affreport

Monday
$1.00 Well Drinks
Tuesday
$4.00 Baltimore Zoos
Tuesday & Wednesday DJ Night
Wednesday $. 75 Keystones
Thursday $1.25 Long Necks
Fri. & Sat. $3.00 Pitchers of

·

· .

·

. .. .

Bud Lt., Miller Lt. & Killian's

"WE GOT WHAT YOU LIKE AT IKE'S"

ON
LINCOLN

Library purchases
computer software
Booth library recently .received new coniputer-trai~1ing videos in the Self-Study
Materials Center to inform
students. and faculty about
various software.
The ViaGrafix Videos
Training Series i11cludes five
videos on Word Perfect 6.0
for Windows, three videos on
Windows 3.1, two videos on
Quattro Pro, and two videos
on FoxPro.
Su~an ,.EiseBhow~r, the
libr~'s "t~l'iftat· assnltanf6;-said that each video has a
separate function to help
those using the programs.
Eisenhower - said the
videos on Word Perfect for

Windows 6.0 are training
videos that may be used with
disks that· lead users
through operations; the
videos for Windows 3.1, are
disks that explain how to set
programs in order; the
videos on Quattro Pro are
data based to be used for
spreadsheets and graphs;
and the videos for FoxPro
are used to handle data and
to put information in order.
"We just,_got the program
in 111.§.~~~~'k," B:fslmhower' ~
said. "Right now, the faculty
is using the program more
than students."
- Staff report

Give us a call and find 1ut how easy it is to earn a few extra
CPlditS Ibis 1111111111P at TPltoR Collga.
We're in your neighborhood, too. Whether our main campus in
River Grove or 0ur new Triton College Westchester Community
Campus is close to you, we offer a variety of credit courses to meet
your needs. And we guarantee your credits will transfer to your
current four-year school.

Jnt ask OIi Ill ou, couqselors tor detalll.

1-800~942-7404

April 24 - May 5, 1995
Triton College is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Aclicn institution.
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SAVE MONEY on Auto &
Motorcycle Insurance Call BILL
HALL today at 345-7023 or stop
by HALL INSURANCE 1010 East
Lincoln.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.5/1

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible 'for ·
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads' processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News .is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
fhe Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes . necessary to omit an advertisement.

Double your income. Sell Avon .
Sign by 4/30 Receive gift. 3481290
Avon
Independent
Representative.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

Pizza maker wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, ETC.) SUM- .
MER/PERMANENT, NO EXPER.
NEC. GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext.
E1060
-------,,-,,,....,,--- -5/1
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
Aide for the 3-11 shift and · available for weekends. Day time hrs.
on weekends possible. Must be
organ. & dependable. Exper. prefer. but will train the right person.
Apply in person at 738 18th
· Street, Charleston, IL. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 5/6

DffiEOTORI
MERTI«mil OFFERED ·

IIDmB!MOnuo:n\D:BI

ACCEPTING APPS.FOR ACTIVITY DIRECTOR
FOR DD
ADULTS. BACHELORS DEGREE
IN A HUMAN SERVICES FIELD
REQUIRED. MANAGEMENT
EXPERIENCE . A PLUS. STARTING SALARY OF $18,000 PLUS
FULL BENEFIT PACKAGE. OUTGOi'NG, ENTHUSIASTIC PEOPLE PLEASE APPLY AT 738
18TH ST. CHARLESTON. E.O.E.

TIU.TEL
TB.ilNWG/8())1001.M
HELP lV.lNrED

lVfflTED
.lDoPRON

Bmm/BmJmM
BooJDU.TDI

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

MIJBLDIMOIUI

Part time position available in
Chiropractic office. Must have
good book keeping skills..Apply in .
person at Gandolfi Chiropractic
Center 2115 18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1

Foo BENT
Foo M&:LE
Loi!T ~ FoIJND
A.M'WOIJNOEMElWDI

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- · RESORT JOBS-Earn to $12/hr. +
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas,
Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
+ more. Tropical & Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-632-0150
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
ext.R57831 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _5/1
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1STUDENTS NEEDED! National
Parks are now hiring seasonal &
206-634-0468 ext. C57386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
full-time . Forestry workers, park
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. . rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, +
more. Excellent benefits + bonusMake up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
es!
Call:
1-206-545-4804
teaching basi c conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan , or S.
ext.N57386.
Korea. No teaching background
- -------=-5/1
or Asian languages required. For
SUMMER HELP WANTED 40
HOURS. PER WEEK $6.00 TO
information call : (206) 632-1146
ext.J57381.
$9.00 PER HOUR SOUTH AND
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1 . WEST CHICAGO SUBURBS
CALL PAINT USA TODAY
Avail . Immediately! Managerial
(815)485-4850.
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
_ ________ _,...,...._4/27
area of the Worthington Inn.
Avail. Immediately! Managerial
Experience and knowledge of
area
preferred ,
Excellent
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
salary/benefits and health/life ins. .area of the Worthington Inn.
Experience and _knowledge of
pkg. offered for FT. Apply in perarea preferred. Excellent
son at 920 W. Lincoln ,
salary/benefits and health/life
Charleston, IL, 61920.
5/1
ins. pkg. offered for FT. Apply in
S~_U_M_M..,,E,,_R_J,_,O,...B- -A...,.V""'A-lc-LA7"""B. LE • person at 920 W. Lincoln,
NOWI AMERICA'S LARGEST
Charleston, IL. 61920.
STUDENT PAINTING COMPA- - - - - - - - - - - ' _.5/1
NY IS NOW H I RING CALL
ATTN: Golfers. Buck Grove Golf
ASAP POSITIONS FILLING
Course now hiring. Pro shop and
Clubhouse staff. Call Mark at
FAST, NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. ALL TRAINiNG PRO- · 258-7888 or leave msg. at 258·
6990.
VIDED THIS SUMMER. POSI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
TIONS IN YOUR HOMETOWN .
CALL JOB HOTLINE 1-800265-1133 FOR YOUR APPLICATIONS.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Attention: Earn Money Reading
Books! Up to $500 weekly.
Choose subject matter. For more
details call 1 (206) 362-4304 ext
E075.
-,,,.--~--,-----·5/1
PART-TIME WORK Landscape
worker needed for occasional
work, immediately and summer
possible; hours vary ; call 3452683.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
Summer jobs camp ability. Artscrafts, aquatics, nature-camping,
music coordinators, counselors,
director,.,Start at _15Q a week_June
5th.August 6th.)fflqufres ca,U '.7 08637-1050.
.
.
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26

28---been

ACROSS

31 Cuticle shaper

36 Patriot Allen

Thomas

e Help in crime

38 "C r azy" bird

39 Hydroxyl
compound
40 Eins + zwei
41 Court center,
usually
42 Hawaii's state
bird
43 Loses all power
44 Did better than
aB
45Welsh dog
46 Curry favor with
49--Diego

10 One - - (form
of baseball)
14 Of the lower
intestine
15 Ready for
picking
16 Canceled, as a
launch
17 Neato
19 One more time
20 Glimpses
21 --'--do-well
23 Referee's count
24 Household
power: Abbr.
H Phoenix
neighbor

so Golfer
Ballesteros
51 List ender

53---jongg
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6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
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10:00
10:30
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57 Plenty, old-style

48 Anna who
played Nana

59 Fender bender
memento

52 Comes in last

60 Ill a t - -

53 Netting

61 Fr. holy women

54 Pretentious

63 Dander

H It means

fl Prince Valiant's

nothing to Julio

Movie:

Future Quest

Unsolved
M st.

Melrose Place

Natural World

American Cinema

Movie:

Models, Inc.

Murder in Mind

St. Elsewhere

Deep
Space Nine

Monster:A Portrait of
Stalin in Blood

News
Panther Country

Cops
Cops

Natural World

Trailside
Movie

WWF Wrestling

.•

47 - - Marie Saint

Next Step

Movie:

..

46

1 Towel (off)
2 Corrida che-ers
3Jump
4Prima-evidence
62
5 Level of
command
66
&Couples'
transportation?
69
7Good : Fr..
Puzzle by Ernie Furtado
8 Fencer's blade
9 Urban housing
29 In position, as a
sail
10End-· high
note
30-·-Bay,
Brooklyn
11 Receptacles
32 Unusual
12 • A Death in the
Family" writer
33 Sweet treat
James
34 Afro-Cuban
13 Burg
drum
18 River through
35 Anne of fash ion
Flanders
37 Usher's route
22 Legal matter
41 Fledgling
, 25 Printed cloth
entrepreneur
27 Shorthand taker uMessagein
mime

Love Connection
Jeffersons

Murphy Brown
C ii

••

43

DOWN

Wings
Wins

Movie:

,,

55 "Masque of
Alfred"
·
composer
58 Eats away, as
soil
·
62 " .. . --saw
Elba"
64 Kid's bike part
66 Polaris, e.g.
67 Scent
uCrowded
69 Fictional Mr.
36
70 Exhibit boredom
71 Mr. Kefauver
""4"'"0-1----1--

Roseanne
Roseanne

Murder,
She Wrote

..

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for
• ,Friday, Saturday or_ Sllnday__events.) Plips:,\i □ bmitted~4:FTE,R DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

Fox-8, 55

Coach
.,.New Ball ame

"'

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEX.UAL Allies Union Weekly meeting at 7pm in
Coleman Hall.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Active meeting at 6:30pm in the Sullivan Room,
MLK Union. Elections will be held!
DELTA SIGMA Pl Weekly meeting at 5:30pm in 017 Lumpkin. Wear
letters all day; Installation.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy Prep for Weekend Masses at
7pm in the Newman Center Office.

Designing Women
Designing Women

The Nanny
Dave's World

News

ADOPTION- Loving Childless couple. seeks. to adopt infant. Will pay
medical and legal expenses. · Call
Diana and Steve collect at (301)
565-9443.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25

LIF-40

Fresh Prince
Blossom

News

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach:swlmmlng, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing , gymnastics, riflery,
archery, tennis , golf, sports ,
computers, camping, crafts , dramatics, OR riding . Also kitchen,
office, maintenance. Salary
$1200 or more plus R&B. Camp
LWC/GWC, 1765 Maple, Nfld.,
IL 60093. 708-446-2444.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5./1

MacNeil, Lehrer

News
Wheel of Fortune

News

Frank and Suzanne, a loving couple of an adopted child, are looking
to find a little brother or sister.
Parents are well educated, financially secure, with great friends and
big families. We live in a quaint village with a very good school system and have a loving comfortable
home. Can help with medical
expenses. Call our lawyer collect.
Kirsten Crouse Bays 217-3456099.
,
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _5/1

Waitress wanted part time,
apply Jn person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

WILL-12

News
Entmt. Toni ht

SportsCenter
Basketball
Col

HAVE OFFICE SKILLS? AND
WANT TO WORK THIS SUMMER? EARN $$$ AND GAIN
VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE
BY WORKING TEMPORARY!
CALL TODAYS TEMPORARY.
DES PLANES (708)699-3010,
SCHAUMBERG (708)240-9411.
_ _ _ _ _ __ ca4/3-7, 24-8

WGN~16 9C

USA-26

Wheel of Fortune
Cos

Chicago Hope

.,

ESPN-24

Immediate openings for kitchen
staff for summer. Apply in person.
Stix 1412 4th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

Pizza maker wanted part time,
apply in person.·after 4 PM,
Pag liai 's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston ,
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _5/1

Summer Help, Earn Extra $$$
During the Summer Work Near
Home . We have several long
and short term assignments to
start immediately. We offer data
Entry, work processing, receptionist, and general office positions.' Select Staffing 188
Industrial Drive Elmhurst, IL
60126 Call TODAY FOR AN
APPOINTMENT! (108)8320083.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
Summer Pressroom help needed
at The Eastern News. Sunday
and Tuesday nights 10pm-2am,
starting June 11. Pick up application at 127 Buzzard ; Student
Publications Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

1 Writer Tom or

Now Hiring at $4.75/hr must be
available nights and weekends
Apply at Dairy Queen 20 state
street.
--,--,--,-,---,-,-,--....,..,--4/28
Habilitation Aid Position available. Midnight to 8:00am Apply
at Omega 15 91 O 17th Street
Competitive salary.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 5/1
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required .
For information call: (206) 6321146 ext.J57382 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Tekwar

News

Wings

,Night Court
., ..,

. ,.

Good Neighbors
Movie

Unsolved
Myster,\e~
,. ~: ' , ,.~1

. DSC-33
Beyond2000

son

WEIU-9,51

TBS-18

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

...Boss?
... Boss?

· Little House on
the Prairie

Matlock

Movie:Perry
Mason

MO.N
DAY
APRIL 24, 1995 ·.

9

'l\mDuo: EMmlBY~

Licensed Mass. Adoption Agency
helping those considering an
adoptive placement. Legal, confidenfiat. Allowable expenses paid.
Call 800-333-3424 for more information.
----~~-c.a4/24-28
, · Adoption. We are a happily married engineer/teacher who wish to
become devoted dad/stay at
home mom. We can give your
baby a loving home and wonderful life. Call Elaine/Alan collect
anytime (309) 693-2957 or our
attorney Theresa (309) 692-1087.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1

Houses for 4~5 studen·fa.
Furnished. CIQSe to EIU. No pets.
345-6621 . Leave message.

----~-----5/1

Summer, 5 bedro.om house.314
Polk, 3 bedroom house 1806
11th, 2 bedroom apartment. 3485032.

_ _ _ _...;.._~-----'5/1
TWO/THREE
BEDROOM
HOUSE 1022, 2ND STREET.
TWO-THREE
PERSONS.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 3485032.
----------5/1
Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash
Incl. 947 4th St. 348-7746.

~---------5/1

SEG.A GENESIS W/ ARCADE
CONTROLS, $85.00; DUAL CAS·
SETTE RADIO, $60.00; KENWOOD PORTABLE CD PLAYER,
$135.00. 345-5681.
---,,-,--c--=c:-----=---5/1
Rockford Fosgate Punc.h 75
Amplifier Excellent cond. $150.00
Call 345-3893.

- - - - - -~--~5/1

160 Watt Peavy Combo $200
Charvette guitar & case $80
Casio FX-7700 GB calculator
$50. 581-3086.

..,....-.--,,-,-----,-.,-------~511

CARPETS 6X9 $15; 11 X11
w/pad $70 OBO; SHELFUNIT
$30; MISC. & SMALL RUGSCALL DENISE 581-5695.
4/25
-19_8_4_M_E-::Rc-:Cc-cU-c=Rcc-Y-M.,..A...,R,...Q=-U ISNew tires and brakes, recent muffler, runs good $500 obo 5818029.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
1994. Trek 8700 Carbon.
Roxshox, Mavle 231 rims, many
extras. Must SELL! Make offer.
581-2829.
5/1
-,9-4_R_E_D
_____E_A_G_L_E_.~TA-L-'ON.

Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts.
10 or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS.
Roommate needed for fall '95Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St 348Spring '96. Reasonable rent. Can
7746.
have pets. Call Kathy 581-8040.
5/1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4128
,-L,--1
N--,C,--0,-L--,N--W--=o-o-D-=--Pc-lN-,E=T=R EE
2 Roommates wanted Lg. House
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW
4 Blks from EIU $210.00 mo. all . RENT~G. POOL, CENTRAL
utilitias-,cable paid Evenings 348AIR. FROM $150 PER PERSON.
6041.
APPOINTMENT 345-6000.
----------5./1
--'-'-'-,-'-...;..__ _ _-_5/1
t· Female, oon°smokiilg Female SHARP
2 & 3 BR APTS., low
ne:e'tie,.bfor ,RiM! semest&r.~at
utit; a/c, ·fumished; ·convenient.
AUTOMATIC: EXCELLENT
Uni\l:ersity. Court Apls: Call ·c21 Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
CONDITION. $12,000 OR BEST
MichelleDr Becky,581·8128. •· ··
·
5/1
OFFER. CALL OR LEAVE MES..
.
4/21
i.ARGE 4 BEDROOM APAITT UP
SAGE. 345-3867.
Roommate needed 95-96 School
TO 6 PEOPLE. LARGE ROOMS,
_ -·•--___ 4/26
year. House close to campus,
One white and one stained
FURNISHED,
Quiet Residential neighborhood
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS- · Dorm size Loft $50 a piece obo.
345-7678.
Rob/Jackie 581-8016 ..
POSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL
- - - - - - - - - ~ ~ 8 AIR WOODED LOCATION. 345- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Female Roommate needed for
2363.
FalVSpring semester. Apt. 1 block
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
from campus. For details contact
Summer and Fall, one bedroom
Brenda at 348-5181.
apt. upstairs Large $275.00 &
$200.00 Dep. One Br. apt.
Downstairs Large $275.+200
Dep. Efficiency apt. Large
$235+$175.00 Oep. Call 2353S50.
511
Three Summer Sublessors need:--L-:-A--R"""G-E--C:T"CCHC"CRO--:E=--:E~==-B=-E=-o=R-=-oo·M
ed for three bedroom apt. in Park
TOWN HOME UP TO 5 PEOPLE
Place. $130 Please Call 345LARGE ROOMS, FURNISHED,
1250.
4/26
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DISS--U-M_M_E_R_S_U_B_L_E_S_S_O_R_NEEDPOSAL BALCONI.ES CENTRAL
ED FOR LARGE, ONE BEDAIR WOODED LOCATION. CALL
ROOM APABTMENT NI.CE SIDE i. )~.Jl;S-~~6~-:- ~:.,q. .,;; " ,;,,; "" ,,11

Calvin

and

Cash on the spot for anything of
value. Pawn .brokers 4th and
Madison. 345-9842 or 3480288.
,,____,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
A.J. Goeppinger of Alpha Phi:
Congratulations on being promoted to Assistant fryer at Long John
Silvers!
. . ····-····-- _ ... _ _ _4/24
.LOST: LARGE, ALL BLACK
Ballon Bouquets by Sue Spitz.
NEUTERED
MALE
DOG.
Best prices in town! Costumed
ANSWERS TO. THE NAME. Character deliveries also avail"COALIE." OFFERING REWARD.
able. 348-8498.
345-6942,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/26 .
Thanks to everyone who golfed
LOST: Glasses, in McAfee bathon Saturday. You !eJUYlil did a great
room. Please contact Nadine job. Love Iha ,women.C:of DELTA
581-6852 iffound. ·
ZETA.
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
-·-·-----~-~--4/25
LOST: GENTLE, LARGE, MALE
Garson, Bob, Matt, and Dave,
BLACK LAB. WEARING BLUE
you guys are great bowlers.
COLLAR, RESPONDING TO
Keep up the good job. You could
"NICO." BIG REWARD. PLEASE
beat me one day though! Love
CALL 581-8084.OR 345-4157;
Karen.
LEAVE MESSAGE.
--,,---,---,...,,.,..,-~--~4/24
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
ALPHA GAMS- See you Tonight
LOST: Softball Glove left on intraat our last meeting! Love,
mural field, April 5. 75$ Reward.
Frances.
Ca!l 581-5165.
---------4/24
4/26
Rudy Stefanski of Sigma Phi
-LO-ST_:_B_L_A_C_K_W~.-A-L-LE-T-ON
Epsilon, Congrats on Activation4/18 BETWEEN SCIENCE
1' m proud of you! Sigma Love,
BUILDING AND LIB.RARY.
Natalie.
REWARD OFFERED. CALL
- - - - - - _ _ 4/24
MARK AT 345-5632.
Bored with your weekends? A.J.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/25
Goeppinger will give YOU FREE
LORI AVAFIT Your textbook Is in
clog dancing lessons. Sign up
the Student Publications Office.
today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
Schwinn touring. bike, mint condition, many xtras.$150 obo. Three
large piranhas $50. Rob 5818016.
.

Hobbes

#S48-0~1Js

Avail June 1 bedroom unfurnished 1 year lease. NO PETS.
Water/trash included. 947 4th St.
348-7746.
,-----=---c-c----,--,----,--5./1
MINI-STORAGE. AVAIL NOW
STARTING AT $30/MONTH 3487746.
511
---~ ....~-~-~ Large 3 bedroom apartment
available 8/'15/95. Good condition, quiet residential building at
300 Harrison. $175/month per
p1;1rson. Call David McGrady at
348-8258.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5./1
2 bedroom apartment for two
people. Close to downtown
square !n quiet neighborhood.
Quiet, mature persons only $250
each, includes all utilities except
phone and cable. Call .345-3410
or348-8480.
APAFIT-M-EN-TS& HO
'95-'96. SOME LOW-COST SUM•
MER RENTALS, TOO. CALL 3453107 ANO LEAVE MESSAGE AT
BEEP.
------...,..---4/24
Furnished house for 4 women.
Close to campus. Available for
summer or fa!I '95. Call 345-5703.
5/1
University Court Apartment for ·
rent Fall 1995, 2 bedrooms, balcony. cable and phone included,
2-4 people. Call 581-8069 or stop
by office to see it.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
Now leasing for fall, 3 bedroom
furnished apartment, dishwasher.
3 blocks from campus 10 month
lease can 345-3401, 345·2263, or
348-8851.
- - - - - - - - _4/28
3 bedroom furnished house 3
blocks from campus for 3 students phone 345-3657 after 6:QO.
----·
.
4/28
Nice 1 BR. APT Close to E.I.U.
Air Cond. Water & Trash furn.
Lease & dep. req. No Pets. $315
month- Available May Realtor
345-8600.

Right?
SO ... vvhy not sell
your unvvanted
items in

The Pally Eastern
News Classified
Section!
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by Bill Watterson
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NOT GaNG 7lJ[,l§e
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2-10" MTX Bass Speakers in car•
peted factory box. Like new. Must
see. $300.00. 345-1384.
5/6
Complete Car Stereo: $225:
Strength Shoe System, size 13:
$75; Jordan Collectables: $200;
345-5197.

I N:!, NOT /?£AU.¥. i

HeY, POP! I MADli

/1 INT(} HARVARD

'THE= v{Jl&'/ 7Hti,Y'lt{;.;

. Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
-----....,.--~-5/1
TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
PEOPLE AVAIL. FALL '95. FURDISHWASHER,
NISHED,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. CALL 3452363,

EVERYONE
NEEDS
MORE MONEY!

by Bill Watterson

· 't'A'R~-cffl'··~$!t'f'ffl'/OR:3'/$' "'"·"'"'. '.'""'.'.'. 0 ,c ''"""' •.,,ci'"i'·11 511
9612 ·· · · ·
·· · · · ·· ·
.
4/25
Sublessor needed for 1 bedroom
apartment uptown. Unfurnished.
$550+ u t iii ties. Ca 11 Jenn 3 4 55291 ·
4128
S ummer Sublessor Needed!
Orchard Park· own bedroom, 2
baths, TOTALLY furnished,
CHEAP!! CALL Kelly 345-9255.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4i24
Summer Subs Needed! CHEAP!
Near campus, Call now 345.
5149.
--------,---4128
One sublessor needed for summer 1995. Nice one bedroom
furnished apartment. Rent negotiable. 345-6090.
---=-------,---..,.,,..-=c-4;24
CHEAP RENT! PARK PLACE
APARTMENT· 3 BEDROOMS.
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER.
MAY-AUG_u_s_T._C_A_LL
.2Bedroom apt. Nice, dose to
campus. $175.00+utilities. Call
345-8695.
---------4/28
Sublessor needed sum 95 3
Bdrm. Park Place. Special rate.
Call 345-4868.
-~-------4/24
Sublessor needed to share apartment with 2 other girls Fall and
Spring 95-96. $190 per month. All
u.Hlities paid. Furnished, free
parking and close to campus.
Phone 581-3639.
4/26
3 BDR., ParkPlace .Apartments,
rent ne,gotiable, furnished, air
conditioned for summer '95. Call
345s5599_
5/1
.,..SU,-.B-L,.,E_S,...S,..O,...,R,,..S.,.....N-E'"'E_D_E,,.,Dc--=FOR
SUMMER 95. FURNISHED
APARTMENT IN ORCHARD
PARK FOR CHEAP PRICE..
CALL NOW! 348-8140.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27

Congratulatloos to AMY DECKER of ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
for being elected- V.P. of ACA·
DEMIC AFFAIRS! You'll do a
great job!
_ _ _.;___ _ _ _ _4/24
Congratulations
Eric
Culbertson, Jim Peteroccelli.
Brian Riley, Brian Tijan, Kevin
Schultz. Jon Wenning, and J.R .
White on becoming active members of Sigma chi! I am so
proud of you! Love, Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/24
FRANCES GREEN of ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: You are doing
a great job as presklentl Just
remember. your· sisters know
how hard you work and how
dedicated you are to ea,ch and
every one of us.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
Congrats to the Alpha Class of
TAU KAPPA EPSILON on going
active. You have made your
brothers proud!
_ _ _ _ _ _ 4124

~

The Daily Easte:rn News

10

Cosell dead at 77
NEW YORK (AP) - Howard Cosell, whose caustic "tell it
like it is" personality made him the world's most celebrated
sportscaster and turned "Monday Night Football" into a
national institution, died Sunday. He was 77.
Cosell, who underwent cancer surgery in 1991, died of a
heart embolism at New York University's Hospital for Joint
Diseases, grandson Justin Cohane said.
He was the strident, colorful voice of ABC radio and television from 1953 to 1992. It was a period of phenomenal
growth and change in America's pastimes, spurred by television's cascading millions and increased greed among athletes
and promoters.
Cosell chronicled it that way, revolutionizing a broadcasting industry more used to parroting the party line.
"Howard Cosell was one of the most original people ever to
appear on American television," said ABC News President
Roone Arledge, who was head of ABC Sports during Cosell's
heyday. "He be~ame a giant by the simple act of telling the
truth in an industry that was not used to hearing it and .considered it revolutionary."
·

Tennis ____~_
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Kristy Sims defeating Cory Ingham, 6-0, 6:1, and No. 5 seed
Melissa Welch defeating Kristi Zagotti, 6-1, 6-0.
Due to the rainy weather, the entire tournament was held
indoors, with only three courts available to play on. In addition to the change in playing indoors, scoring is compiled differently in conference, with the match completed after one
team earns five points.
Eastern went on to beat Valparaiso University in the semi-.
final match on Friday 5-0.
With that win, Eastern advanced to the finals against the
Trojans. Kramarski considered this match the best of the
year for the team, despite the loss.
Doubles matches were played first, with No. 1 seed
Wulfers and Angie Waldhoff losing to Claire Mowling and
Ginnette Parker, 2-6, 4-6. The No. 2 pair of Dua and Erickson
defeated Mouna Bennouna and Lovik, 6-2, 6-2. Finally, the
No. 3 pair of Welch and Sims lost to Sally Herring and
Celeste Reynolds, 4-6, 6-2, 3-6.
Kramarski was especially pleased with Dua and Erickson.
"Dua and Erickson played very well. They played the very
best that they have played all year together," Kraniarski said.
Troy State continued to provide challenging matches for
the team, and going into singles, Troy State was up 2-1 over
Eastern.
·
At No. 1 singles, Wulfers lost to Mowling, 7-6 (7-2), 2-6, 2~
6. Despite her losing the match, Kramarski said she was very
pleased with Wulfers' play, especially as she came back and
won the tie-breaker of the first set.
No. 2 Erickson was defeated by Parker, 4-6, 0-6, but No. 3
Dua defeated her opponent, Cassie Whitworth, 6-1, 6-2.
No. 4 Sims defeated her opponent as well, winning over
Bennouna, 6,0, 7-5. No. 5 Welch was defeated by Reynolds,
6-3, 0-6, 3-6 and No. 6 Stephanie Sullivan was even with her
opponent in the third set, 3-3, when she was pulled off the
court as Welch lost her match, giving Troy State the five
points they needed to win the championship.

Monday, April 24
Office of Student Activities
Financial Aid
Staff Senate Meeting
Student Senate Meeting
English Dept. VP Interviews
Panhellenic Exec Council
Physical Plant
Child Care Resource
Judicial Affairs
Crisis Pregnancy Center
IVCF Prayer Meeting
Housing Director Interviews
Speech Communication
Staff Senate Elections 7am-7pm
In the Rathskeller
99<: Pizza Burger
$2 99Jumbo Pork Fritter Sandwich
served with Fries and Drink

·

$3• 5 Beef or Chicken Noodles
(includes soup or small salad, drink,
po~to, & vegetable)

'2. ::,,,;',,c; ·, _, : .Housing Dir,~ctQr Interviews~ . - .
"'"
J,
.
.
--.
,:11
U3J AR:l''tQf}rir1 .. r;-;1hu~
•'"" j i• C ·i '•'~li; '
Engli5s..Dept VP Intqv~fi.~.·'.·'.:~. ,t'<.~s:~
. "i?RW;;;,;7,t~~
.= ~-;,,...C
- s .,,.,~.·"""'.· ·.'.?., l S •~ de
...nt Uru<:M' -- - >,>
Housing Staff Meeting • ·,.... ·.••'"'. · ·•> • .,, ''•" ·ttv.1.- .., ·' ,... ,,,,: · i 7:·,,. ----· .- ' '
·, ,--. Computer Services
Office of Student Activities
Math Conference
Athletic Department
Jr. IFC Meeting
WMCI/WHQQ
Walt Disney Interviews
Baptist Student ·Union
Newman Catholic Ctr. Meeting
Advisors Search Committee
Apportionment Board Meeting
Natural Ties (PanheUenic/ IFC)
NRHH Meeting
English Dept. VP Intetview:s
E.A.R.T.H.
Panhellenic Cou'ncil/ IFC Meetings
· BACCHUS
Volunteer Task Force
LASO
Business &Tech. Institute.
Circle K Meeting
Continuing Ed. Meeting
University Board
Comm. of Academic Computing ·
Student Gov't Elections
Physical Plant. Staff Meeting
Athletic Department
CIPS
EIU Blood Drive
Student Government
Faith Builders Fellowship
. Development Advisory Meeting
Minority Affairs
College of Sciences
.
_.
Student Activities Staff Meeting
Human Resources
· · '.J

budnse with CO!ltempomy design (assorted colon of tNI. llll1l9t

OI JavaJder)

.

wlthSp!ID& bouquet .............................._ _
...................... _ •22•
with camatlllnsand minis..... .. _.:.. ..............:.................................... ~ ...120"

3. THANK YOU JAQEI· Ramboobasketwtth mixed, bright

anangement Including 2 Bk: Shimmer pens and a Thank You huert.........118•

4. ~ONBUDVASE- MlledSprtngbouquet ID
~ '.it notepads Included that says,

'

"In Appreciation fora Job well done,• on the top sheet ............................ _1 17111 .

S. HAPPY SECRETARY'S DAY MUG• Filled with fresh

arnmgement to coinpllment the iwg.........:.................... .............................'16111

6. SIX CARNATION BJIDYASE- Vaied with greenery and bow......•ts•
11IREE CARNATION BIJDVASE- With baby's breath added ....•12"
7•BALLOON BOUOUETS-lar8' assortment of mylar and latex
-

balloons approprta1elortheoccaslon................................................. 13■ _.,.

8. ONE.RQSEVAPP.WITRBABY'S BREATH .....................1 10"'

.FREE DELIVERY IF ORDERED BY APRIL 21st

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503Jefferson, Charleston, IL 34507007

ROTC
In the RfJtf,,s~tfiler
99¢ Sloppy Jde -··
$299 Bauer Dipped Chicken
(served with Fries and Drink)
13°

~ UNIVERSITY UNION

This Weekend...
Saturday; April 29
Stockman Institute
. March of Dimes College
College of Ed. Orientation
CIPS
Golden Apple Orientation
Sunday, April 30
University Union Study-In
CIPS

. ·

~;:~~=~:~~~~~§r,t~~~i~'.~,~~\i}~,i

(includes soup or small salad, drink, pbtato, & vegetable)

- = - - ~ A R T I N LUTHER KING JR.

2. FJD IISJ SECRETARY BOUQUET· Square cenmk:

ii

$3o Turkey Manhattan

Here Are AFew Ways To Say

1, DOZEN ROSE} Vned w!thpnery and bow................,........... 125"

(includes soup or small salad, drink,
potato, & vegetable)

;;,

(seived with Fries a nd Drink)

"Thank you"

(seived with Fries and Drink)

$345 Chicken ala King

Thursday, Aprll27
.,..••es,Ja,..,
.. A.prll 2'.e

~: ;:;;11;~;:;;~~~;cil
99<: 1/3 lb. Rathskeller
Hamburger
$2 99 Italian Beef Sandwich

APRIL24. 29

Wednesday, April 26
College of Arts & Humanities
Adv. Comm.
Planning & Public Affairs
Panhellenic Council Meeting
Student Government
CIPS
Jr. Panhellenic Meeting
,- Athletic Department
Speech Comm. Awards Ceremony
Radio&TV
Episcopal Communion .
UB/ Pe1forrning Arts
· Secretary's Day Luncheon
University Union Staff Meeting
In the Rathskeller
·
99<: Gyro
$2 99 Meatball Hero

,..: t~;~ . ~

-•. ·.....

Stuffed Peppers ·

(includes soup or small salad, drink,
. potato, & vegetable)
·

Fri.day, April 28
Civil Service Council
Home Economics Tele-Conference
Human Resources
CIPS
Botany Department
· Advisors Search Committee
English Dept. VP Interviews
J ournaiism Department
Reception for VP Hill
College of Business
In the Rathskeller
99¢ Fish Sandwich
$299 Sausage of the Week
seived with Fries and Drink

$345 Seafood Creole

(includes soup or small salad, drink,
potato, & vegetable)
·

The Daily Eastern News

ftball team splits
games over weekend
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

The Eastern softball team lost its Mid-Continent Conference rematch to first place Western Illinois Sunday afternoon, dropping a 6-5, 14-inning contest and 4-1 game to the
Westerwinds in Macomb.
But the Panthers were able to salvage two Mid-Con victories on Saturday - a 9-0 and 11-4 thrashing of the University
of Missouri-Kansas City in Independence, Mo.
With the 2-2 weekend, Eastern is now 25-21 and 8-4 in the
West Division of the conference.
In the first game, the Panthers held a 3-0 advantage heading into the bottom of the sixth inning. But Western rolled off
three runs in the sixth to tie the game and eventually force
extra innings.
The teams traded runs in the eighth and ninth innings
before Western finally struck with the winning run in the bottom of the 14th.
Mandy White picked up the tough loss, giving up just three
hits and one run in five innings of relief. Sophomore Terri
Creydt (2-for-5, 3 runs batted in) led the Panther attack.
In the 4-1 loss, junior Missy Porzel had the only RBI.
Senior Nicole Chapman had two hits. Senior pitcher Coli
Turley took the loss.
In the UMKC contests, senior shortstop Aimee Klein broke
out of a season-long batting slump to help the Panthers to a
pair of conference victories.
Batting just .181, Klein went 4-for-4, with 3 RBI and two
runs scored in the 9-0 victory. Senior catcher Sharna McEwan
went 2-for-5 with three runs scored.
__ ....................................................................
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Our members describe their
health plan in three words:

Monday N ght. Headquart.ers
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NBA/ Hockey

H.e.tall>e.. . S__,.dw-t.ch

w/Frl.e:s
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00

•t '.15- Bud light Drafts
•2'.15- ~ Daiquiris
&MargaiitB

•4ao

Soup/Slllllllldwlch Special
w /corcree o r tea • 3cto

free Soft Drink Rell/I During Lunch Ir Dinner
Pool •1 2 :i.

Bar~ Pool age 21 ;
Never a cover

Your N•w Off-Campu• Study Place
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That's because PersonalCare·s HMO offers
an important benefit other plans overlook :

personal service.

·«-

Whether

it's our 'new member orientation or
the prompt attention of a personal
representative you can turn to with

'..5
,, .

••

CIU

El8
1s your
oor to t e
community
El8
El8c1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1ui::1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uEIU

~21.

rd08

~!8

questions or concerns.

personal attention

is

definitely the difference. And it"s why 95 % of PersonalCare·s
members have rated their health plan "good"' or "very good"
for three years running .
We fit your needs and your budget. with flexible. affordable
coverage and

low out-of-pocket costs.

Contact your Insurance Representative. or for a free
brochure and provider list. call our Customer Service
Department at I -800-431- I 2 11 or 21 7-366-1 226 .

PersonalCare
510 Devonshire Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820
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Colts select McElroy in NFL·draft
But teammate
Conway is left
out of picture
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor

Eastern football standout Ray
McElroy joined the ranks of the football elite yesterday as he was selected by the Indianapolis Colts in the
fourth round of the National Football
League draft.
The Bellwood native, who played
high school football at Proviso West,

is a three-time All-Gateway conference cornerback and was the 112th
pick overall.
McElroy's teammate, offensive
lineman Duane Conway, wasn't as
lucky though. Conway was not selected in the draft but may still be invited to some teams' summer camps in
hopes of making a squad.
McElroy is the highest Panther
pick since Eastern's Ted Peterson was
selected by the Pittsburgh Steelers in
the fourth round of the 1977 draft.
Eastern defensive coordinator John
Smith said that McElroy's early
selection was not surprising.
"I felt all along that Ray could go
as high as the third round," Smith
said. "He (McElroy) felt that he didn't

have a real good combine in Indianapolis.
But the secondary
coach from the Col ts
called me on Friday
and I talked to him for
about a half hour. I
knew then that they
were interested."
Ray McElroy
Although McElroy
was chosen, he still has to make the
team that will be competing during
the season. If not, he could be put on
the Colts' developmental squad much like the situation with Eastern's Brad Fichtel who was selected
by the Los Angeles Rams in 1993 .
Fichtel ended up on their developmental squad for a couple of years.

Panther head coach Bob Spoo said
the attention McElroy got from
professional scouts was a strong indication he would be picked.
"I think it's great," Spoo said. "He
was getting a lot of (looks from professional teams) this whole fall and
even in the spring.
"There were position coaches and
area evaluators here so we kind of
felt there was a strong interest there.
"I think it's wonderful for Ray. I'm
really happy for him. He's done the
things necessary to put himself in
that position. If he makes that squad,
you know he's going to be used in a
variety of ways.
"This is the first step and a great
opportunity for him."

McAfee, Scott take firsts
at Indiana State invite
BY CHET PIOTROWSKI
Staff writer

TERRE HAUTE, Ind.
Competing in the Indiana
State Invitational, the men's
and women's track teams
knew they were going to encounter some pretty stiff competition, mainly from Indiana
State University, Illinois
State University and Southern Illinois University.
The teams definitely rose
to the occasion, despite being
outscored heavily on the
men's and women's side.
On the men's side, Indiana
State placed first with 289
points while Illinois State finished second with 119 and
Eastern third with 100
points. Butler University,
Rose-Hulman University and
Bradley University finished
fourth, fifth and sixth with
23, 17 and 13 points respectively.
The Lady Panthers finished fourth with 66 points
behind powerhouse Southern
Illinois University which had
160 points. Indiana State
University (139) and Illinois
State University (136) fin-

ished second and third respectively.
Central Michigan University and Butler rounded out
the last spots with 63 and 16
points.
Sophomore Kert McAfee
had an exceptional day, as he
took first in the 800-meter
run with a time of 1:55.19
minutes. He also placed second in the 400-meter run
with a time of 48.87 seconds.
Head men's coach Tom
Akers was pleased with
McAfee's performance.
"It takes a real competitor
to lay it on the line like Kert
does," Akers said. "He goes
and runs the 400 (meter) in
two-tenths of a second off his
best time, and comes back 30
minutes later and runs a personal best in the 800 (meter),
which ranks him third in the
conference."
Todd Moroney, who took
third in the 5000-meter run
with a time of 4:02.35 minutes, said he was pleased
with his performance.
Mike McBride took second
in the 800-meter run with a
time of 1:55.33, while George
Wilson took ·f irst in the in the

400-meter run with a time of
48.45 seconds.
The 4x100-meter relay
team consisting of Wilson,
McAfee, Joe Rigaud and
Ralph Gardner took third due
to bad exchanges.
On the women's side, Kala
Scott had a great day, taking
a first, second and a third in
the long jump, 100-meter hurdles and triple jump.
"She was a little upset with
some of her performances.
She wants perfection," Akers
said. "She wants to break
records. She needs to learn to
come off an off-performance
and let it motivate her for the
next event. It'll help her get
to another level."
Tisha Alvarez had a good
day with a third place in the
hammer throw with a distance of 136 feet - which is a
personal best.
Irma Perez took third in
the 3000-meter run with a
time of 18:20.8.
Tiffany Jans en reset the
Invitational record in the
high jump with a leap of 5'8"
which earned her first place.
She also tied the record last
year.

'--------By--C-HET--P-IO_T_R_O_W_S_KI------=/-S-taf-=f-p-=-h-o-to_g_ra-p-:-h-er
Mike Quinlan, a member of Eastem's track team, vaults
over the bar at the Indiana State Invitational this past
weekend.

Chicago State latest victim Netters capture second
in Panther baseball attack at Mid-Con tournamen
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor

The Eastern baseball team brought its
sticks to Monier Field Saturday against
Chicago State, as the Panthers swept the
Cougars by scores of8-1 and 17-5.
Eastern, 24-13 overall and 11-3 in the
Mid-Continent Conference, attempted to
play Sunday, but the game lasted only four
innings before inclement weather set in and
the contests had to be canceled.
In the first game on Saturday, senior
hurler Chris Hall (5-2) went the distance in
picking up the win. Hall gave up one earned
run, while walking none and striking out
six.
"Chris Hall's arm is getting healthier and
healthier each time out," said head coach
Jim Schmitz.
The Panthers scored six runs in the first
two innings and two more in their half of

the sixth to round out the scoring. Shane
Hesse was 2-for-3 with a double and three
runs batted in while Josh Zink was 2-for-2
with a double and an RBI.
In the second game, the Panther bats
warmed up as they routed the Cougars 17-5.
Rob Nicholes carried the big stick for
Eastern as he belted three home runs and
drove in five RBI.
"What a great day for him and for our
offense," Schmitz said. "We're vecy excited to
have him back."
Joch Martin, who was 2-for-3, smacked a
round-tripper and a double while driving in
four.
"The players themselves are coming to
practice early to hit and staying late to hit,"
Schmitz said. "It's starting to pay off
"I think the team has been having good
practices and playing with a confident attitude. I'm vecy happy with how things are
going."

By DONNA RUF
Staff Writer

One of the women's tennis
team's goals this season was to
win the Mid-Continent Conference Championship.
This weekend the Lady Netters came very close to achieving that goal, but lost in the
final match to Troy State University, 5-3.
But even though the team
came away with a loss, they
didn't leave empty-handed.
Jlead coach Rosie Kramarski
w named the Mid-Con's coach
of the year while Samantha
Wulfers and Stephanie Sullivan
were named to the All-Conference team.
The team went into the cham-

pionships seeded second, following the first seed Troy State.
Kramarski anticipated Troy
State as Eastern's biggest challenge going into the championships, and she was accurate
in her prediction, with half the
matches against Troy State
going to three sets.
With Eastern earning the No.
2 spot, it received a first round
bye, and played tournament
host Youngstown State University, in the second round.
Eastern defeated Youngstown
by a score of 6-0, and highlights
from the match included all
three doubles seeds earning victories, as well as No. 3 seed
Geeta Dua defeating Jennifer
DiPasqua, 6-1, 6-1, No. 4 seed
t See TENNIS Page 11

